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Welding Shield SR 574
WELDING SHIELD WITH WORLD CLASS RESPIRATORY PROTECTION



As a welder, it is very important to protect your   
respiratory system and eyes against metal dust and  
fumes as well as sparks and spatter during  welding  
and grinding  operations. 

The SR 574 welding shield is an attachment for the  
SR 570 face shield and is a part of Sundström respiratory 
protective system. The solution SR 574 with SR 570 is a 
robust face shield with a flip-up visor, that gives the user 
comfortable and safe respiratory and eye protection.  
The shield is manufactured in a material that permits  
use in tough environments. 

The welding shield can be used with either our SR 500  
or SR 700 fan units, equipped with our  extensive range  
of filters that offer our users the  highest protection level, 
TH3. If the work environment requires it can also be used 
with the compressed air attachment SR 507. 

The shield is fitted with an attachment for hearing 
 protectors. A wide range of accessories enable the user  
to customize the shield for their work situation.

Welding Shield SR 574
The SR 574 welding shield attachment  
is a modern, innovative product for our 
appreciated SR 570, designed and deve
loped based on the needs and require
ments from the market. 

Welding present numerous health and 
safety hazards, both for welders and for 
people in the vicinity. 

DURABLE VISOR 
easy to flip up and with wide  
field of vision during grinding

WELDING LENS in standard 
size 90x110 mm



EXHALATION VALVE reduces  
the carbon dioxide content in  
the shield during heavy work

EASILY REPLACEABLE  
VISOR in scratchresistant  
polycarbonate

NECK PROTECTION 
Can be fitted with 
flame retardent neck 
cover

BUMP CAP for protection against  
impact of stationary objects and  
splashes of molten metal

FLEXIBLE  
SUPER-FLEX  
HOSE

Fitted with attachment for 
HEARING PROTECTORS

READY FOR  
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

AIR FLOW DEFLECTOR  
for maximum comfort

APPROVED in class  
TH3 with powered  
fan unit and 3A, 3B  
with compressed air  
attachment 

HEAD HARNESS  
with several adjustment  
options for best fit

WELL-BALANCED AND 
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED

DURABLE VISOR 
easy to flip up and with wide  
field of vision during grinding

WELDING LENS in standard 
size 90x110 mm

WELDING SHIELD WITH WORLD CLASS RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
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Compressed air  
attachment  SR 507

Find your system

Fan unit  SR 500

Fan unit  SR 700

Choose a suitable solution for your  
work and environment. 

SUNDSTRÖM SAFETY AB

Västergatan 4
SE-341 50 Lagan
Sweden
Telephone: +46 10 484 87 00

srsafety.com


